IDENTITY
MONTEFERRO IS A GROUP OF COMPANIES SHARING COMMON EXPERIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND MANUFACTURING SKILLS IN GUIDE RAILS SYSTEMS TO SERVE WORLDWIDE CUSTOMERS WITH UNIQUE GLOBAL EXPERTISE.
Over half a century of technological experience, a long tradition of research and development, presence on all continents with its manufacturing units, strategic alliances for high quality raw material sourcing, partnering with Customers in every corner of the globe, high level of components integration in complete system supplies: all of this in being the worldwide solution provider for guide rail and hoistway applications for the elevator industry.
Providing solutions to the world elevator market through enhancing each local unit's ability to serve Customers with a sharing of global experience. Focused on building strong business relationships with Customers, MONTEFerro’s strategic goal is to develop value added services to reduce total costs of the installed guide rails. In every part of the world our Customers benefit from the ongoing research and development and MONTEFerro dedication to supply integrated products and services.
The origins of MONTEFERRO date back to the late 1940s when operations started in Milan, northern Italy. In the following decades its activities expanded rapidly to support the fast growing elevator industry in Europe. The growth lead to the construction of a new facility in Monvalle, Italy, in the early 70s. In this decade the name MONTEFERRO started to consolidate its position in the European elevator market and expand into the worldwide elevator market. In 1980s and through the 1990s, MONTEFERRO started the building up of a world manufacturing network globally consolidating its position; as a first step two Joint Ventures were established in the People’s Republic of China (1991) and in Czech Republic (1993). In 2000 the World Guide Rail Alliance between MONTEFERRO and SSS/MRM brought about additional international growth with two plants in Canada and the development of a new guide rail facility in Brazil. In 2005 MONTEFERRO signed an agreement with Sanhang Elevator Co.Ltd to improve the presence in the fast growing markets of China and Pacific Area, adding two additional plants in China and this strengthening MONTEFERRO’s prominence in the worldwide market.
MONTEFerro is the complete market source for elevator guide rails solutions, in accordance with International and Customer specific standards. MONTEFerro offers the widest range of cold drawn and machined guide rails, guide rails for high speed application and a complete line of components and accessories to form the integrated hoistway systems. Guide rails are vital for proper elevator ride comfort and safety. Their development represents a specific and unique product whose manufacturing technology and process results from years of study, research and industry experience. The high quality and superior performance of MONTEFerro products are a testament to the company’s continuous pursuit of manufacturing excellence.
The foundation of high quality finished guide rails begins with high quality raw materials. MONTEFERRO has strategically located its production units close to raw profile sources and developed partnership agreements with hot roll steel mills around the world. This allows effective control of the source and chemical composition of the raw steel melt while overseeing the entire manufacturing process from raw steel melt to finished product. Utilizing the most technologically advanced rolling equipment, these mills guarantee and certify raw material quality. As a result, MONTEFERRO is capable of specifying requirements such as JIS standards and offers its Customers the widest range of guide rail profiles.
Cold Drawn Guide Rails
MONTEFERRO introduced cold drawn processing into the guide rail market at the end of the 40’s. Through continuous improvements and optimization in co-operation with the rolling mill, today on the market is available a complete range of cold drawn guide rails from 3 Kg/mt to 14 Kg/mt for application below two meters per second (400 feet per minute) and for average load capacity.

Machined Guide Rails
MONTEFERRO machined guide rail product range includes rails from 8 Kg/mt to 50 Kg/mt for usage in high load, high frequency, high speed and special applications. MONTEFERRO factories work towards a common standard, providing an enhanced riding surface.

High Speed Guide Rails
For all major sizes of machined guide rails according to ISO, JIS and other standards as well as for Customer specific standard, reduced tolerances and special requirements are offered based on ride comfort and elevator speed application from around 4 m/sec to over 10 m/sec. MONTEFERRO High Quality and Match guide rails have set a standard for this demanding market.
Accessories
Fishplates are supplied in accordance with International and Customer specific standards. Special application fishplates such as Extra Thick, T-Plates, Minimum Clearance Seismic Plates (in accordance to ASME A17.1 for earthquake zone requirements) and the Ultra System are supplied to enhance joint performances on high speed application in conjunction with High Quality and Match guide rails. Clips including forged clips, sliding clips and special fastening systems as well as guide rail fixing systems, are supplied according to the various global code and Customer requirements.

Hoistway System
Rail mounting is made easy with MONTEFERRO’s integrated supply process. This consists of partnership design with Customers and ongoing support to product installation in accordance with the ever-changing usages around the world, plus a full range of components provided as a part of an Integrated Hoistway System. A complete solution to guide rail mounting needs.
Each MONTEFerro Customer has its own production, delivery and installation standards. By partnering with elevator companies, understanding their needs and suggesting solutions for improvements, MONTEFerro has developed a wide range of recommendations for guide rail and accessory supply.

- Packaging solutions
- Commission or contract solutions
- Guide rails with fishplates pre-mounted
- Hoistway systems

**Delivery Time**

The continual evaluation of our delivery performance provides a measurement for service quality evaluation. MONTEFerro stresses the importance of this aspect in its operations and employee training. Speed, security and quality: these are the common features of our service, these the unavoidable guarantees of a large Group such as Monteferro.
Logistics
MONTEFERRÓ utilizes the method of transportation that best satisfies Customer delivery requirements and contracts with top transport companies that guarantee fulfilment of services and delivery terms.

Packaging
MONTEFERRÓ supplies all rails with packaging which assures the delivery of perfect guide rails. Providing protection for the key (tongue) and keyway (groove) and also assists with labelling and marking the product for easier identification.
Beyond standard packaging a wide range of customized solutions for guide rails and accessories are in place in all MONTEFERRÓ units.

Rust Protection
To ensure the right protection of machined surfaces rust protective coating must adapt to various transport methods, storage conditions and final cleaning process.
Beside world standard rust inhibitors, special Customer’s protective coating are managed in MONTEFERRÓ’s production lines.

Customer Service
MONTEFERRÓ takes pride in our dedication to Customer service. The company provides details in training programs for our Customer service staff, to ensure that each Customer request is handled professionally and promptly whenever the client need it.

- Customer service
- Reply time
- Technologically advanced Customer service system
Monteferro Russia - Russia
Monteferro Hradek - Czech Republic
Monteferro - Italy
Montespain - Spain
Monteferro India
Monteferro India
Chengdu Sanhang Monteferro - China
Tianjin Sanhang Monteferro - China
Leadership
Italy
Monteferro S.p.A.
Via Como, 11
21020 Monvalle (Varese)
Phone +39 0332 798879
Fax +39 0332 971016
E-mail: customer.service@monteferro.it

Czech Republic
Monteferro Hradek A.S.
Nova Hut 204
33842 Hradek
Phone +420 371 725467
Fax +420 371 725477
E-mail: customer.service@monteferro.cz

Spain
Montespain S.L.U.
P. I. Goiain
c/San Blas n. 2-B
01170 Legutiano (Álava)
Phone +34 945 291625
Fax +34 945 291626
E-mail: monteferro@montespain.com

Russia
Monteferro Russia Ltd.
Staraya Basmannaya Str.
20, Build 1
105066 Moscow, Russia
Phone +7 985 2237654
E-mail: customer.service@monteferro.ru

Canada/USA
Monteferro America
2840 Wenzel Street
Box 38109 Birds Hill R.P.O.
East St. Paul, Manitoba Canada R2E 1H3
Phone +1 204 2220247
Fax +1 204 2244175
E-mail: sales@monteferroamerica.com

Brazil
Monteferro América Latina L.T.D.A.
Rua Soluções do Lar, 200
Jardim do Rio Cotia - Cotia - SP
Brazil, 06716-020
Phone/Fax +55 114777-0998
E-mail: monteferro@monteferro.com.br

India
Monteferro India Guiderails And Elevator Parts Private Limited
120/121, Beretena Agrahara
Hosur Road
Behind Audi Showroom
Bangalore 560070, India
Phone +919739982517
E-mail: kumar@monteferro.it

China Headquarter Office
Monteferro Shanghai Co.Ltd.
Rm 1001 Hua Wen Plaza, No 999
West Zhong Shan Road
200051 Shanghai, China
Phone +86 21 3250 3622
Fax +86 21 3250 3623
E-mail: customer.service@monteferroshanghai.com